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 aawesomess: yes. That's how they are technically as well. The output of update-alternatives is what is outputted by the various
wrappers in the system phpism: what exactly do you think you did phpism: you should just install updates and/or reboot. ikonia:
get a phpism.com subdomain on the frontpage of the website :D phpism: so you've set up an actual http proxy in front of apache
nacc: yes that is where the files are being stored so... where can I get the "free" version of the.deb file? ikonia: yeah i think i did

phpism: great phpism: then you need to update your config file phpism: you've got your http proxy in front of apache, and
you've got http proxies in front of php phpism: so you will need to configure apache with your proxy phpism:

/etc/apache2/httpd.conf aawesomess: it's not a.deb file, it's an image file, so you'll have to open it in a text editor phpism: why
do you need this specific phpism.com domain name? ikonia: i changed that to 80 now and yes that works phpism: so set the port
to 80 and forward the correct port for the proxy phpism: that will solve your problem tomreyn: ai have access to that domain :P
aawesomess: i don't know that i understand your question, do you mean to ask where the files are stored on the disk? tomreyn:
he's asking how he's supposed to get paid for it tomreyn: that is his business aawesomess: there is no "free" version, afaict oops

phpism: sorry phpism: 82157476af
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